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Attaching a cost function to integers appearing in partitions of an integer n gives nse to a 
natural least-cost or greatest-profit problem. We present several modtficattons of the standard 
O(n*) dynamic programming algorithm for the least-cost problem. One modificatton results m 
an average complexity of order 0(n3’*) by restriction of possible substttuttons; a second m an 
efficient pnnt algorithm for display of the resultant partttion. A third, a prepass ehmmatmg some 
equations from constderatton, guarantees O(n) or O(n log n) efficiency in a number of tmportant 
special cases; m partsular, we can guarantee such efficiency whenever the unit cost function IS 
even approximately monotonically increasing or decreasing. We also give a related algonthm for 
the problem of partittomng an integer by integers no larger than some upper bound p, of com- 
plexity polynomral m p Pmally, we show that no modtficatton of the dynamic programming 
algorithm (using only pair compartson and mformatton from the permutation of integers induced 
bv sorting the unit costs) IS worst-case better than Q(n*) 
0. The scope of this paper 
0. I. The least-cost partition problem 
Combinatorial objects uch as combinations, permutations, elections, and parti- 
tions give rise to natural recursive definition formulations [l&23]. Minimum-cost 
problems for such objects [9,18] frequently have recursive, dynamic programming 
formulations [2,16] as n x n equation sets having a straightforward 0(n3) solution 
[18]. Frequently there exist refinements leading to lower complexity, either generally 
applicable or dependent on properties of the domain or equation-set. Such 
refinements are exemplified by Knuth’s O(n2) algorithm for the binary search 
tree [ll, 121 or the efficient interval-analysis algorithms of data-flow problems 
[1,4,8,20,22]. 
A partition of an rnteger n is a multiset of integers whose elements sum to n. Parti- 
tions are of significant mathematical interest [7,23], and can be enumerated in a 
natural way [19]. The least-cost partition probZem is closely related to the integer 
knapsack problem (cf. [S, 16,171). Our algorithm modifies the standard O(n2) 
dynamic programming algorithm for the knapsack problem [6,9]. 
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Three algorithm refinements are proposed. The first restricts the number of 
possibilities considered by each call of the definition, leading to significant average- 
case complexity tmprovemeni; worst-cost complexity remains 0(n2), but average- 
case complexity becomes O@Z~‘~). The second is a method of condensing partially- 
developed soluttons, permitting efficient return of the resulting partition. The third 
is a preprocess of the problem data to infer the solution of certain of the equations. 
Although this preprocess does not affect efficiency in general, it improves perfor- 
mance when the unit cost of summands (cost/value) behaves in a reasonable way. 
We consider two algorithms for the least-cost partition problem: algorithm LCP 
uses the first two refinements, PART and PRINT, only; algorithm PM-LCP also 
involves the prepass PREMARK. We offer a third algorithm for a special case in 
which the only available summands are the integers 1 to p<cn. This algorithm, 
ResLCP( - ,p), uses PART and PRINT, and periodicity properties, to obtain the 
least-cost partition efficiently. 
For algorithm LCP, Section 2.2 shows that average-case complexity is lowered to 
0(n3”) from 0(n2) by use of simplicity. Section 2.3 shows that least-cost parti- 
tions are printed efficiently, and that least-cost partitions of all integers less than 
n can be generated and printed at essentially the same cost needed to generate the 
least-cost partition of n alone. In Section 3, we show that algorithm ResLCP(. ,p) 
IS O(p3) worst-case and O(P”~) on average. PREMARK and algorithm PM-LCP 
are discussed in Section 4. 
Finally, we show in Section 5 that the 0(rs2) bound oh worst-case complexity is 
tight for any algorithm using similar operations (cost comparison for pairs of parti- 
tions and the permutation of integers induced by the costs or unit costs). 
An overview of some of these results appeared in the Proceedings of the Fall Joint 
Computer Conference 1986 [ 141. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Statement of the problem 
The least-cost partition problem for an integer n and a cost function C is a variant 
of the integer knapsack problem in which all integers 1 through n are valid sum- 
mands and the number of repetitions of summancis i  not constrained. Formally, 
Definition 1.1.1, Apurtltron of an integer n is a nondecreasing sequence of positive 
integers whose sum is n. 
Definition 1.1.2. The set of summands of a partition P is the multiset of integers 
appearmg in P; the set of parksands of P is the underlying set of dzstmct integers 
appearing in P. The herght of P, h(P), 1s the number of its summands; the reduced 
herght of P, r(P), is the number of its partisands. 
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In an application, if a product is available in various sizes, multiples of some _lxed 
smallest available size, and we wish to acquire some fixed amount, what is the least 
expensive way to purchase exactly that amount? Alternatively, to process a large 
amount of data in parallel, given the cost of processing blocks of data for each size 
k, and with a fixed cost for division and merging of the results, what IS the cheapest 
partition of the data? 
Definition 1.1.3. A cost function C is a function from the nonnegative integers IN, 
to the nonnegative reals R,, for which C(O)=O. For a partition P, the cost of P, 
S(P), is CJEP C(J), and 
S(k) = min(S(P) 1 P a partition of k) = S(LCP(k)), 
where LCP(k) is the feast-cost partition f k. (This partition is not necessarily uni- 
que. However, our algorithm obtains the lexicographically earliest least-cost parti- 
tion for the given C and k.) 
1.2. The least-cost partition problem and the integer knapsack problem 
The integer knapsack problem has the formulation: 
maximize i C(a,)x,, 
r=l 
h 
subject to c a,x, s n, a, E NO fixed, x, E IN,. 
1=1 
In contrast, the least-cost partition problem has formulation: 
minimize ,I C(i)x,, 
subject to i ix, = n, X,EN,. 
r=l 
All n possible partisands are present, the objective function is to be minimized, and 
the constraint is equality. These differences are significant. The greedy algorithm 
[ 10,131 gives an approximate solution within a factor of two for maximization with 
either inequality or equality constraint, or for mmimizatlon with inequality, but can 
give an arbitrarily bad solution in the present case. 
1.2.1. Integer programming: Dynamic programming and branch-and-bound 
The principal techniques used for integer programming problems are dynamic 
programmit 2 and branch-and-bound; Chvatal[3] claims the latter to be 50% faster 
for integer knapsack problems. Further, branch-and-bound clearly uses less space, 
avoiding the need to store partial results for each kin. For the least-cost partition 
problem, however, several factors suggest the use of dynamic programming. First, 
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there is no obvious good approximate solution, so that early estimates generated by 
branch-and-bound may be arbitrarily bad, and may result in little pruning. Second, 
the search space may be exponentially large; and third, dynamic programming 
makes possible the return of the least-cost partitions for several integers (for the 
same cost function) at essentially no cost above that for the largest. However, we 
will use certain features of branch-and-bound algorithms. We use a pruning techni- 
que to reduce average complexity, and compute and sort unit costs, where unit cost 
1s defined as follows: 
Definition 1.2.1. The umt cost of an integer k, relative to a cost function C, is given 
by U(k) = C(k)/k. 
2. The unrestricted algorithm 
2. I. Statement and assumptions of the algorithm 
There is a standard worst-case @(n2) algorithm for S(n), using the recursive 
definition: 
Definition 2.1.1. The mitral algorithm for least-cost partitions : is given by; 
S(k) = 
C(l), k= 1, 
min{C(k),min{C(~)+S(k-~)}~~rr} k> 1 
For any k, S(k) is found by dynamic programming. We use the solution of the 
equations generated for S(l), S(2), . . . , S(k - l), to determine the solution for k. The 
algorithm clearly has complexity O(n2).’ The corresponding algorithm for an in- 
teger knapsack of capacity n hkewise has complexity O(n2). This is polynomial in 
n but not necessarily in the length of the input, O(k + log n), where k is the number 
of possible “partisands” for the knapsack. Such algorithms are called pseudo- 
polynomral. However, the mput in our case includes costs for every integer less than 
n, and has length Q(n), so that the algorithm is truly polynomial. 
In computing average complexity, a distribution function is required. We assume 
the permutations of the integers 1 to n induced by sorting the unrt costs in non- 
decreasing order are equally likely. A number of alternative models have been con- 
srdered (see [15]) yielding results no worse than those of this paper. 
Determination of S(n), including the return of the resulting partition, is possible 
m average trme substantially less than 0(n2). Improvement depends on the reduc- 
tion of the number of candidate terms in the mdividual equations. We show in Sec- 
’ Using the complexity model m whzh anthmetlc, comparrsons and output operations reqmre con- 
stant time, and do not depend on bltstrmg length 
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tion 2.2 that a revised algorithm considers on average O(e) candidates in the 
equation for S(k). The candidates will be k itself and terms associated with integers 
we call simple. 
Definition 2.1.2. Integer j is sample with respect o the given cost function C if its 
only least-cost partition is itself. 
We observe immediately that 1 is always simple, and: 
Proposition 2.1.3. If j is not sample, then 
(1) every integer in LCP( j) is simple, 
(2) for some integer i in LCPO), ir L+j], and 
(3) for some i in LCP(J), U(i)r U(j). 
Thus we have the revised algorithm: 
Definition 2.1.4. The least-cost partition algorithm using szmphaty is given by: 
s(k)= 
C(l), k= 1, 
min(min(C(r)+S(k-r) 1 1 simple},l,k:2’, C(k)}, k > 1. 
Because every integer could be simple for a particular cost function C (consider 
C(k) = @ for 1 I ks n) the worst-case cost for the revised algorithm is still 0(n2). 
2.1.1. Descrrptron of the algorithm 
The algorithm uses an array A[l..n] of the following structure: 
1 INDEX 1 COST 1 MARK 1 SET I NXTMK I FIRST I NUM I NEXT I (2.1) 
where for lrkrn: 
INDEX is simply k itself, 
A [k].COST = S[k] when generated, 
MARK is a Boolean flag, where 1 indicates that k is simple, 
SET a Boolean flag, set to 1 when S[k] has been found (MARK and SET will 
be needed on& if PREMARK is used), 
NXTMK is a pointer, defined for simple k, to the next smaller simple integer, 
FIRST is the smallest integer in LCP(k), 
NUM is the number of times that FIRST occurs in LCP(k), 
and NEXT = k - FIRST - NUM. 
We also use lists of costs C[k] and unit costs U[k]. 
Algorithm 2.1.4. The LCP algorrthm. The algorithm consists of five phases: 
(1) Computation of unit costs U(k), followed by a SORT of U by values U(k) 
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into an array USORT of records (INDEX, UNITCOST), the SORT having the 
following properties: 
(a) it is stable (if U[r] = V[/] then i occurs before J if icj), 
(b) worst-case O(n log n) in general, and 
(c) O(n) on lists LI which are already monotone. 
(2) An INITIALIZE of the data structure. 
(3) The PREMARK phase (in algorithm PM-LCP). 
(4) The PART phase, invoking dynamic programming on the recursive de- 
finition. 
(5) and a PRINT phase, returning the least-cost partition in nondecreasing order. 
An example of the execution of algorithm PM-LCP is given in Appendix A. 
2.1.1.1. PART, the dynamic programmmg phase of the LCP algorithm. PART 
solves the equations given by Definition 2.1.4 for integers in increasing order, using 
previous results in the current equation. PART incorporates the following modi- 
ficattons: 
(1) a nonsimple partition is used if possible (e.g. if C(8) = C(2) +S(6) = S(8), then 
8 has two least-cost partitions: (8) and (2) U LCP(6); we use the partition contain- 
ing 2), 
(2) the smallest possible n w partisand is used (these conditions correspond to 
selecting the first mimmal-cost erm in the equation), 
(3) if an integer I is simple, i is linked into the list of simple integers maintained 
by NXTMK (this minimizes the scan for simple integers), and 
(4) the solution is modified for use by PRINT as Indicated below. 
2.1.1.2. Condensation of equations and the PRINTphase. Ordinarily, to print the 
solution to a set of equations, we record the solution for each equation: 
S(11) = C(l)+S(lO), 
S( 10) = C(2) + S(8), 
; . 
S(8) = C(2) +S(6), 
; . 
s(6) = C(6), 
; . 
which allows us to express S(11) in terms of C’s as 
S(ll) = C(l)+S(lO) = C(l)+C(2)+S(8) 
= C(l)+C(2)+C(2)+S(6) = C(1)+2C(2)+C(6). 
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Repetition of partisands (such as C(2) above) is characteristic of the partition pro- 
blem. We gain efficiency if instead of representing multiple copies of the same parti- 
sand separately, we condense the representation by recording each partisand with 
its multiplicity. If 
S(i) = C(j)+S(i-j) and S(i-j) =aC(j)+S(r), 
then the equation 
S(i) = (a+ l)C(j)+S(r) 
is stored at i by setting 
A[i].NUM = cr+ 1, 
A[i].FIRST=j and A[i].NEXT=r=i-(a+l).j=A[i-j&NEXT. 
PRINT will return the partition in nondecreasing order (see Section 2.3). Thus, in 
the “condensed” set of equations each partisand occurs at most once, and the com- 
plexity of PRINT depends on the reduced, rather than the full height, of the par- 
tition. 
2.2. AnaIysis of PART 
For each i, PART selects the best decomposition of i by examining the partition 
(j} U LCP(i- j) for each simple integer, j, less than or equal to +z. Complexity is 
thus determined by the sum, over all integers kin which must be examined, of the 
number of simpfe integers less than or equal to +k. (If PREMARK is used not every 
integer will be examined.) Worst-case complexity remains @(n2) and cannot be im- 
proved (see Section 5). The interesting consideration, therefore, is the average com- 
plexity, which relies on determination of the average number of simple integers. 
We average on an equiprobable distribution of the permutations of ( 1,2,3, . . . , n} 
induced by p = USORT.INDEX, assuming that every integer which could be simple 
based on that information will be. The following example shows that this can 
overestimate the number of simple integers. 
Example 2.2.1. Simplicity not fully determined byp. If n =7 andp = (2,7,3,6,5,1,4), 
then 2 must be simple, 6 (= 3 - 2) and 5 (= 2 + 3) cannot be, but 3 and 7 might or 
might not be, depending on the cost function C. 
Given only a USORT.INDEX permutation p, those integers which occur before 
any smaller integers must be simple, an integer j following one of its partisand sets 
cannot be, and the simplicity of any other integer cannot be determined. Call the 
three cases U-.vimp!e, U-nonsimple, and U-undetermined. A U-undetermined in- 
teger will be simple for some cost functions for p and nonsimple for others. 
However, some combinations of simplicity and nonsimplicity are impossible: if 
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n = 5 andp = (3,5,4,1,2), and if 4 is sample, then so is 5. For anyp, 1 must be simpIe, 
and 2 cannot be undetermined. If A and B are disjoint sets of integers, and 1 $B, 
there is a permutation p for which every integer in A is U-simple and every integer 
m B is U-nonsimple. 
Assume that every U-undetermined integer is sample. We want to determine the 
expected number of simple integers less than a given +k. Let 
Simp(k) = Pr(k is not (I-nonsimple). 
Proposition 2.2.2. J will be iJ-nonsimple if preceded by: 
(1) any dlvrsor d of j, 
(2) any pair of relative prime m and n c fi, 
(3) any pair of numbers I andJ-r. 
Proof. (2) Given any pair of relatively prime integers m and n, every integer larger 
than mn- m -n can be written as a positive integral combination of m and n 
[7,21]. Cl 
Computations indicate the apparent dominance of the third constraint. Let f(n) 
be the probability that in a permutation of 2n + 1 elements, consisting of n pairs and 
one distinguished element *,* occurs before both elements of any pair. We have: 
Simp(n) ~f(L-knJ>. 
This follows directly if n is odd; for n even, if +n occurs before n, then n is clearly 
not sample. Our main theorem then follows from the combinatorial lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.3. f(n) s c/fi. 
Proof. The distinguished element *occurs before any of n pairs of elements if it oc- 
curs first, or any other element occurs followed by + or an element followed by an 
element other than its partner followed by *, or two nonpaired elements followed 
by an element not paired with either followed by *, etc. That is, 
f(n) = Ski + (2n :1)2n 
2n(2n - 2) 
+ (2n + 1)2n(2n - 1) 
I 
or (2n + 1)2nQn - 1) .-. (2n - i) 
where 
r! 
P(r,s) = - 
(r-s)! 
= r(r- l)(r-2) ... (r-s+ 1) 
> 
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1 * 2n(l_+)-n-t=_!_. ’ =-.- 
2n+I [‘,I 
-22”+1 
2n+l [?I * 
But [%l =22n/fi by Stirling’s formula, so that 
j@)<&l15G”~. 
In fact, computations eem to indicate that 
f(n) = +l/zz. cl 
Theorem 2.2.4. PART has average complexity between O(n log n) and 0(n3”). 
Proof. j will be simple whenever it occurs before any of 1,2, . . . ,j - 1 in p, which 
occurs with probability l/j. Thus the average number of simple integers less than 
i is at least log i, and is certainly no greater than 
i Simp(j) <,$r V5Z 
/=I 
= 2 - 6 by the integral test. 
Thus the average complexity of the algorithm 
2.:! logi and ,E, 2-m, 
which are O(n log n) and 0(n3”) respectively. 
lies between 
Cl 
However since we have not only ignored the values of C, but also the effect of 
Proposition 2.2.2(2) will be greater as n increases, we conjecture: 
Conjecture 2.2.5. The average complexity of PART is strictly less than 0(n3”). 
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2.3. AnaQsis of PRINT 
We first show that LCP(n) will be printed in nondecreasing order. Assume 
the condensed equation for k has S(k) =aC(j) +S(r), where A[k].FIRST =j, 
A[k].NUM=a, and A[k].NEXT=r=k-a-j. 
For j an element of LCP(k), j# k, we have LCP(k) - {j> is a least-cost partition 
of k-j. Thus: 
Proposition 2.3.1. Once the equation for S(k) is solved, A[k].FIRST is the smallest 
integer in LCP(k). Thus LCP(k) is generated in nondecreasing order, and all occur- 
rences of a given integer are condensed. 
Proof. If A[k].NEXT=O, then only one integer occurs in LCP(k), and the result 
is clear. (In particular, this occurs if k is simple or, as we shall see, if k was SET 
in PREMARK). So assume at least two distinct j occur in LCP(k). For each distinct 
J in LCP(k), J is simple and LCP(k) - (j) is a least-cost partition of k-j. 
However, the recursive line in the definition of LCP must have been i voked for 
k, and must have selected some integer less than k (since k is not simple), and so 
must have considered the smallest integer occurring in LCP(k). But if the smallest 
was considered, it must have been used, since algorithm LCP chooses the smallest 
at each step. q 
Corollary 2.3.2. Among all least-cost partitions of n, algorithm LCP chooses the 
first in lexicographrc order. 
Since PRINT returns the value and multiplicity of each partisand, in nondecreas- 
ing order, a partition can be PRINTed in time proportional to its reduced height. 
Reduced height is characterized by the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3.3. (1) No partition of n, whether least-cost or not, has reduced 
height z fin. 
(2) If S and T are submuhisets of LCP(k), with disjoint underlying sets of par- 
trsands, then CSGs sf CIET t. 
(3) The reduced height of LCP(k) is at most logz(k+ 1). Thus the complexity of 
PRINT(k) is O(log k). 
Proof. (1) Let P be a partition of n, in which distinct integers a,, 1 ci~ k, are 
repeated n,z 1 times. Then 
n=.$ n,a,z,g a,z,i, i=+k(k+l). 
But then kc fi. 
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(2) If the cost of S > the cost of T, then the cost of LCf(k) could be lowered 
by replacing S by T. If costs are equal, then by Proposition 2.3.1, the one with the 
smaller least entry would have been chosen. 
(3) Let r(LCP(k)) = R. Then each of the 2k - 1 nonempty subsets of {a#!, , must 
sum to distinct positive integers, of which Cf=, a, I k is the largest, whence 
kz2R - 1. Thus R slog2(k+ l), and the complexity of PRINT(k) is O(log k). On 
the other hand, 
C(a) = 
1, a=2’ for some i, 
o;, otherwise 
gives LCP(2’-1)=1,2,4,8,...,2’-‘, with R=logz(k+l). D 
CoroIIary 2.3.4. Determination and printing of the LCPs of all integers from 1 to 
n is of worst-case complexity 0(n2), and average compMty O(n3”). 
Proof” Determination of LCP(n) gives in the process the LCP of all smaller in- 
tegers. Printing these LCPs has complexity no worse than 
; O(log k) = O(n log n) c O(n3”). Cl 
k=l 
Thus algorithm LCP on input n, as an algorithm for determining and printing the 
LCPs of all integers between 1 and n, gives n “pieces of information” and outputs 
them in time 0(n2). 
3. Tbe restricted algorithm: Partition by an initial segment 
When not all integers can be partisands, there exist more efficient algorithms. For 
sparse sets of partisands, algorithm LCP is an inefficient integer knapsack 
algorithm. In certain cases, however, LCP may be modified to give an efficient 
algorithm. In particular, given an a priori global upper bound p on legal partisands, 
the restticted least-cost partition problem for n and p is specified by n and the cost 
C(i) for 1 lisp. (The resulting partition will solve a problem equivalent o the 
unrestricted problem with all integers larger than p having infinite cost.) Algorithm 
LCP gives a least-cost partition in cost polynomial in n but not in the length of the 
input.2 Fortunately, we can find an algorithm polynomial in the length of the in- 
put, and, for pccn, constant-time in n. 3 We begin with a straightforward 
modification of algorithm LCP. 
’ Performance is pseudopolynomial, smce input length = O(p + log n). 
3 If bitlength I/O and operations are assumed, the algorithm uses a constant number of log n operations 
and one logn output, but input likewise includes a logn term. 
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3.1. An O(n) algortthm 
Since no k>p can be sample, we have the following modified algorithm: 
Definition 3.1.1. A linear-time algorithm for restricted least-cost partition: 
C(l), k= 1, 
S(k) = 
min{ C(k), min (C(i) + S(k - I) 11 simple},!!{2J >, 1 < k I p, 
min{ C(i) + S(k - I) 1 c simple),L,k{2J, p<k<U, 
min{ C(i) + S(k - i) 1 i simple):, , , kz2p. 
If p<< n, and the permutation p of indices in sorted unit-cost order is random, we 
conclude: 
Proposition 3.1.2. The complexity in finding LCP(n) by this algorithm is O(np) 
worst-case, and O(nfi) on average. 
Proof. Average complexity follows since Simp(2p) is O(fi). The SORT procedure, 
which had introduced a complexity of O(n log n), is O(p logp) in the restricted 
case. Cl 
3.2. The constant-time algorithm 
Let je =p[l], and m the largest simple integer not equal to je, j,-, is necessarily 
simple; none of its multiples are, and none will occur in any LCP. Clearly, both je 
and m are at most p. 
Consider a revised tie-breaking procedure which uses je whenever possible; let 
ResLCP(n) be the least-cost partition of n given these conventions (ResLCP(n) 
depends on p and je as well as n and C). Consider the class of integers none of 
whose least-cost partitions contain a j, summand, that is, have a Jo-free ResLCP. 
By analogy with results for the integer knapsack problem [5,6], we can show the 
class is finite. If j,= 1, then m = 0, and tbz class is empty. If jc> 1, then we have: 
Proposition 3.2.1. Each least-cost partition of hetght h 2 j0 contains a j0 summand. 
Further, no Integer in the class is larger than L = (j,, - l)m < (p - l)2. 
Proof. No nonempty subset of summands in ResLCP(n) can sum to a multiple of 
Jo. But then distinct partial sums must represent distinct equivalence classes. Thus 
Lr(j$- 1)m. Considering extreme cases jo=p, m =p- 1, and jo=p- 1, m =p 
shows L=(p- 1)“. Cl 
This upper bound is tight, since for any pair (jo, m) with gcd(jo, m) = 1 (in par- 
ticular (p,p- l)), there are cost functions for which L=(jo- 1)m. 
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Proposition 3.2.2. Let r> (jO- l)m, and r mod js = s. Finally, let t, be the largest 
integer congruent o s mod j, whose least-cost partition is j,-free. Then ResLCP(r) 
consists of ResLCP(t,) together with (r - Q/j,-, copies of JO. 
Proof. Assume the summands of ResLCP(r) not equal to ~~ sum to t # t,. This 
gives a partition of ts by ResLCP(t) and copies of jo. Contradiction. •1 
These results lead to Algorithm 3.2.3, ResLCP( - ,p), for the restricted least-cost 
partition of an integer n, ResLCP(n), using integers 1 lisp. 
Algorithm 3.2.3. MODPART[l..(p - l)] is an integer array. 
(1) Using algorithm LCP (Algorithm 2.1.5 with modified tie-breaking pro- 
cedur;), find ResLCP(i), 1 si~p, and determine j. and m. 
(2) If (j. - 1)m >p, use the linear algorithm (Section 3.1) to determine ResLCP(i), 
p+ 1 ri~(j,-l)m. (Store the resulting ResLCPs in an array A[l..(p-1)2] of the 
data structure (2. l).) 
(3) Whenever ResLCP(k) is jo-free, store k in MODPART[k mod j,]. At the end 
of phase (2), MODPART[s] will hold t,. 
(4) For each n specified by the input, if n > ( j. - l)m, ResLCP(n) = n/j copies of 
j. if j. divides n, and ResLCP(t,) U (n - t,)/j, copies of jo, if n=r #O mod jo. 
(5) Print ResLCP(n). A slight modification of PRINT allows insertion of the j. 
summands in the proper place. 
Example 3.2.4. Example of execution of algorithm ResLCP. Let n = 22698, p = 21, 
and the input C array be 
(7,12.4,20,25,31.5,39,50,53,65,66,60, 
88,%, 104,84,117,126,120,127,145,137). 
1, 2, 5, 11, and 15 are simple, and jo= 11 and m= 15. Checking the integers be- 
tween 16 and 10 - 15 = 150, only 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 30, 31, and 32 have Jo-free 
partitions. 
MODPART now contains: 
Now 22698mod11=5, and ts=16. Since LCP(16)={1,15), S(16)=91, and 
(22698 - 16) div 1 1 = 2062, we have LCP(22698) = ( 1,11(2062), 15) and S(22698) = 
91+2062.60=123811. 
During the second phase of the algorithm we could record the current number of 
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consecutive integers whose ResLCP involves Jo, early termination in the linear 
algorithm phase occurs if that number ever reaches m. In Example 3.2.4, this would 
allow us to terminate the linear phase at 47. 
Summarizing, we have: 
Theorem 3.2.5. If n >>p2, then the complexrty of ResLCP( - ,p) IS 0(p3) worst- 
case, and 0(p5”) on average. 
Proof. Phase (1) of ResLCP( - ,p) runs algorithm LCP on p. This has worst-case 
complexity 0(p2), and average complexity 0(p3”). 
Phase (2) runs the algorithm of Section 3.1 on (jo- l)mr(p- 1)2, in a situation 
in which no integer larger than m is wmple. Its complexity is thus 
O((j, - 1)m - m) 5 O(p3) worst-case, 
O((j, - 1)m - fii) 5 0(p5”) on average. 
Phase (3), determination of the largest integer in each residue class with ajo-free 
ResLCP, is carried out concurrently with phases (1) and (2) with no increase in com- 
plexity. 
Determination, in phase (4), of ResLCP(n), is O(1). This requires a lookup if n 
is small; otherwise, computation of the residue class n modjo, together with one 
array access, one subtraction and one integer division. 
Finally, phase (5), PRINT, will see no more than O(logp) integers. For n small 
this follows from Proposition 3.2.1. Otherwise, let n =s modjo, and r be the reduc- 
ed height of ResLCP(t,). The 2’- 1 distinct nonempty subsets of pa&sands of t, 
must belong to distinct equivalence classes modjo. Thus r is O(logje), and so 
O(logp). Since the attempt at insertion of j. is O(1) each time (between each pair 
of partisands of ResLCP(t,), the complexity of PRINT is likewise O(logp). 
Thus, total complexity of ResLCP( - ,p) is at worst 
O(p2+p3+O+ 1 +logp) = 0(p3), 
and on average O(P~‘~). q 
Thus the algorithm has complexity 0(p3), for input length O(p+ 1): 
4. Monotonicity and premark 
Even when all integers 1 ciln are legal partisands, more efficient special-case 
algorithms than algorithm LCP do exist. Algorithm PM-LCP, asymptotically no 
4 With operations of bttlength cost, input is O(p + log n) and complexity is 0(p3 + c log n). 
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more complex than algorithm LCP, uses information obtained from the permuta- 
tion p during the prepass PREMARK. When unit costs are monotomc (increasing 
or decreasing), or nearly so, use of this information will lower complexity signifi- 
cantly. Since unit costs in applications are more likely to have this property, this can 
be a significant gain. 
4. I. Procedure PREMARK 
PREMARK returns a set of U-simple integers, which are MARKed, and a larger 
set (which are SET) whose LCPs are determined uring a scan of p. Given p, the 
integer j,=p[l], the integer with the least unit cost, must be ample, and none of 
its multiples can be. (The LCP of each multiple must be precisely a set of ~s’s.) 
PREMARK will MARK j, and SET each of its multiples. 
In fact, proceeding through p maintaining an integer LEAST = the least integer 
found to be simple so far (initialized at n+ l), 
- the first integer SC LEAST encountered in p is U-simple and can be MARKed. 
- each of its multiples less than LEAST is U-nonsimple, has a known least-cost 
partition by S’s, and is SET, and finally, 
- LEAST is assigned the value S. 
This is the loop for procedure PREMARK, which continues until LEAST = 1. 
Example 4.1.1. Use of PREMARK. For instance, if n=23 and 
then j,= 17 is simple (independent of further information on C) and so 17 is 
MARKed and SET. Continuing, neither 21 nor 18 are less than 17, but 5 is, so 5 
must be simple, and neither 10 nor 15 could be (further, their least-cost partitions 
are known: { 5,5} and { 5,5,5}). 20 is Li-nonsimple, but its least-cost partition might 
be (5,5,5,5} or perhaps { 3,17}. Thus 5 is MARKed, 5, 10 and 15 (but not 20) SET, 
and LEAST set equal to 5. Continuing, neither 9, 16, 13, 15, 22, nor 7 is less than 
LEAST = 5, but 2< 5, so 2 is MARKed and 4 is SET. Finally, 1 is encountered and 
MARKed as simple, but no other integer is SET. 
PREMARK solves certain equations before invocation of PART. PREMARK 
always has some effect, but is principally useful where USORT gives a nearly 
monotone pm 
Definition 4.1.2. A function f is nearly monotonic if there exist positive real con- 
stants a and b so that f(m)zf(n) for all rnztz- n+ b (orf(m)rf(n) for all such pairs 
m and n). f is almost monotonic with constant b if a can be taken as 1. Terms uch 
as “almost increasing” and “nearly decreasing” are used in the obvious sense. 
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4.2. Analysu of PREMARK 
Unit costs were needed in Section 2.1 only for analysis and not in the algorithm, 
so the cost of PREMARK must include the cost of creation of p. Determination of 
the unit costs, Ll[k] = C[k]/k, is clearly O(n); creating USORT is O(n log n) (by 
assumption), and the remaining initialization cost is O(n). PREMARK scans p 
MARKing each subsequent LEAST integer as simple, and SETting certain multiples 
as having their LCP determined. PREMARK sees each integer at most twice (once 
if SET, and once on the scan), so its complexrty is also O(n), for a total O(n log n) 
complexity. The issue of interest is: How effective is PREMARK? How many in- 
tegers have LCPs determined? How many of these are simple? Is PREMARK 
worthwhile? 
If k=~,, =p[l], then k itself 1s MARKed and SET, and a total of Ln/kj, integers 
are SET at that point. Further application of PREMARK is equivalent o applica- 
tion of PREMARK(k- 1) on the induced permutation p’ of { 1,2,3, . . . , k- 1). We 
have the followmg recursive definitions for average and worst-case number of in- 
tegers MARKed and SET, where PA = average number MARKed = the number 
found to be simple by PREMARK, SA = average number SET; similarly for PW 
and SW in the worst case. These functions are related to divisibility properties of 
the integers, and have easiiy computed compiexnres. 
Definition 4.2.1. Nodes MARKed and SET in PREMARK: 
(1) average case: 
r l, n= 1, 
PA(n) = 
I 
l+i. IE: PA(k), n> 1. 
sA(n)={ ;. j, <Lzl +SA(k-I)), :;:’ 
(2) worst case: 
PW(n) = 1, if p[l] = 1, 
r n, n =O,l, 
“““‘=I mm[ [:I +SW(k-l)]lZl n> 1. 
Reasonably directly, we have: 
Proposition 4.2.2. At least one Integer larger than L+nJ IS SET in PREMARK(n). 
In fact, at least k mtegers larger than n/2k are SET m PREMARK(n), and 
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SW(~) = rlogz(n + 1)1 = @(log n). 
Proof. Since SW(n) is an increasing function of n, we may assume n = 2’ - 1. By 
u.duction, 
SW(n) 2 the minimum of f(k) = Ln/kJ + log,(k), 
which occurs when k= 2J-1. But this choice of n and k realizes the lower 
bound. 0 
Example 4.23. Worst-case behavror for PREMARK. Let n = 31 and 
p = (16,30,29,28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19,18,17, 
8,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,4,7,6,5,2,3,1,31) 
for which only the integers 16,8,4,2,1 will be MARKed, and no other integer SET. 
We also give bounds for the complexity of PA and SA: 
Proposition 4.2.4. PA(n) = j$!, l/k = @(log n). 
Lemma 4.2.5. Cizl Ln/kj = Ci=, d(k). 
Proof. The first sum counts the pairs (k,J) with k 1 J, 1 I kl JSn; the second the 
pairs (i, k) with i 1 k, 1 sjr ks n. 0 
Proposition 4.2.6. SA(n) = Cz=, d(k)/k. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.5 we can show that SA satisfies the recursive definition. q 
Corollary 4.2.7. SA(n) = @((log n)2). 
Proof. From Hardy and Wright [7], C:=, d(i) =n log n+O(n), whence the 
average value of d(l), 1 I 1 zs n, is log n. But C:= 1 (log r/i) is then @((log n)2). Cl 
4.2.1. The work done by PREMARK 
The cost of PREMARK is O(n log n). How much work does LCP use in PART 
to solve equations solved by PM-LCP in PREMARK? Equivalenrly, how many 
term evaluations are rendered unnecessary by PREMARK? 
The previous example shows that worst case is O(n), since the number of evalua- 
tions saved is Csfzgt”’ 2k, which is between  and 2n. On average, if the first entry 
of the induced p is k, then no searching is required for k, 2k, 3k, . . . , Ln/k] - k which, 
compared to original O(n2) algorithm accounts for k- C!f’FJ I = k - Ln/kj - 
+( Ln/kJ + 1) terms, together with any saved work from the induced permutation p’ 
on {1,2,3 ,..., k-l}. Thus: 
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Definition 4.2.8. Recursive definition for average work done by PREMARK: 
C 
4 n=l, 
WORK(n) = 1 
-- i #k.Ln/kJ.(Ln/k]+l)+WORK(k-l), n>l. 
n k=l 
Lemma 4.2.9. Cz! 1 k. Ln/k](Ln/kj + 1) = Ci=, 2k. d(k). 
Proof. By calculus of sums and differences. 0 
Proposition 4.2.10. WORK(n) = Ci=, d(k) = O(n log n). 
Proof. By induction. Cl 
Thus the average work saved by PREMARK is O(n log n) (and probably less in 
comparison to algorithm LCP), which is also its worst-case cost complexity. Why 
introduce it? 
First, it handles monotone and nearly monotone cost functions well, since its own 
complexity (the complexity of SORT) is often less than O(n log n) (in fact, O(n) if 
p is monotone), and PREMARK does more in these cases; second, it is useful for 
construction of an incremental algorithm [ 151; and, third, analysis of its properties 
provides an interesting application of certain techniques for determining average 
complexity. 
Some final comments: 
(1) Applying PM-LCP for one fixed integer n only, two further modifications 
can give significant speedup in some cases. 
(a) If n has been SET m PREMARK, print LCP(n) and halt. This occurs with 
probability d(n)/n for random p. 
(b) If the cost function C is not an increasing function, then any integer z< n 
for which C(z) 1 C(n) can never occur in LCP(n). Do not consider z even 
if simple. 
(2) If U(i) 5 U(j) for i 1 j, then j can be partitioned by i’s, and cannot be simple; 
a more costly modification of SORT could eliminate j from USORT. 
(3) Other prepasses are possible. For example, it is possible to iimit the number 
of i’s in an LCP if some j divisible by i is simple. 
(4) We should probably use PREMARK only when it is reasonably ikely that the 
unit cost function is close to monotone. 
4.3. The effect of monotonicity assumptions 
In algorithm PM-LCP, savings accrue in PART, since no integer SET in 
PREMARK needs an LCP determined later. The complexity of the initial phase of 
PM-LCP, through PREMARK, is then O(n log n), so PM-LCP has no worse worst- 
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case and average complexity as algorithm LCP. Conversely, Section 5 shows that 
PM-LCP does not better than Q(n*) in some case. Thus worst-case complexity 
does not improve; likewise, average complexity of PM-LCP is that of LCP, since 
the work saved by PREMARK is no greater than its average complexrty. 
If however the unit cost function is close to monotone, then PM-LCP does much 
better than LCP alone. 
Proposition 43.1. If U IS monotone Increasing, then only 1 1s MARKed, and all 
integers are SET in PREMARK, and complexity IS O(n). If U IS monotone decreas- 
ing, then all integers are MARKed, and complexity is also O(n). 
What if U is monotonic except for essentially “random” fluctuations? If U is 
almost monotonic, we obtain most of the savings available from monotonicity. 
Proposition 4.3.2. If (I is almost rncreasmg with constant c, then 
(1) no more than the first c integers can be ample, 
(2) on average, fewer than fi will be, 
(3) at least /_&cl mtegers, and an average of 
Integers will be SET during PREMARK. 
Proposition 43.3. If U IS almost increasmg with constant c, then the average com- 
plexity of PM-LCP algorithm is 
0 max nlogn,fi-n 
( I 
( -%)I). 1 
Proposition 4.3.4. If U IS known to be almost increasing a prion, with c known, 
then the complexity of SORT can be reduced from O(n log n) to O(c log c). Thus 
the complexrty of PM-LCP IS O(nc) at worst and O(nfi) on average. 
The situation for nearly mcreasmg functions is almost as good. 
Proposition 4.3.5. If U IS neariy increasing with constants aand b, then LCP(n) has 
average complexity at most 
O(max{ n log n, $G - n}). 
Nearly decreasing functions, however, are not usually sJ well-behaved. 
If U is almost decreasing with constant c, then U(m)= U(1) for all m > c, and, 
for any m, at least one of {m,m+l,m+2,...,m+c-1) will be MARKed in 
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PREMARK. However, only nonsimple integers less than 2c could possibly be SET 
in PREMARK. 
Proposition 43.6. If U IS almost decreasmg with constant c and If PREMARK 
leaves at least one Integer between m and m + c unMARKed for each m L c, then 
(1) PART(n) has complexrty between O((n/c)*) and O(n*). 
(2) PREMARK saves at least O((n/c)*) work over LCP wrthout PREMARK. 
Consideration of Example 4.2.3, restricted to n = 30, shows that nearly decreasing 
functrons with a12 can exhibit very nearly worst-case behavior. However, if a and 
b are known a priori, and a<2, there is an efficient algorithm (which does not use 
PREMARK), given here for U almost decreasmg with known constant c: 
Definition 4.3.7. A Least-cost algorithm for almost decreasmg functions is given 
by: 
e(k), k=l 
S(k) = min{mm{C(r)+S(k-r)},‘l~2J,C(k)}, 21kr2c 
mm(min{C(k-i)+S(l)}f=,,C(k)}, 2c< k. 
Proposition 4.3.8. Assume U IS almost decreasing with known constant c. Then 
Deflrution 4.3.7 gives a least-cost part&on for each integer k and has worst-case 
complexity O(nc). 
Proof. For k nonample, partisands of LCP(k) must be smaller than k, and one 
must have smaller unit cost. But only integers rz- k-c have smaller unit cost. Cl 
Finally, given the sorted list of unit costs, there is an O(n) algorithm to determine 
almost monotonicity [ 151. 
5. Minimum complexity of algorithm LCP 
Any least-cost partition algorithm for the unrestricted problem must examine all 
the input, since any one integer, and any pair of integers less than +n can occur in 
LCP(n) for some cost function C. Thus the minimum (worst-case) complexity of 
any such algorithm is at least O(n). 
Further general analysis of minimum complexity is difficult. For example, there 
exist sorting algorithms in suitably restricted omains with complexity better than 
O(n log n), when operations are not restricted to key comparison and swapping [9]. 
However, we give a lower bound on minimum complexity for any algorithm using 
only computatron and comparison of costs of partitions to obtain least-cost parti- 
tions for integers 15 kzz n, which holds even for algorithms which can use informa- 
tion from the array p = USORTJNDEX. 
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Example 50.1. 0(n2) best-case part&on. Let n = 4m + 1, and 
p =(2m,2m-1,2m-2, . . . . 3,2,1,2m+1,2m+2, . . . . 4m,4m+l). 
Each integer from 1 to 2m is simple, but only 4m is otherwise SET by a PREMARK- 
type prepass (actually 4m - 1 = 2m + (2m - 1) is also known, but we will show that 
no other LCP could be). 
S(2m + 1) = min{ C(r) + C(2m + 1 - I)>: 1, 
where each alternative must be considered. Suppose the partition selected is (1,2m). 
Then 
S(2*n +2) = min{ C(i) + C(2m + 2 - z))i”_+?‘, 
and again each possibility must be considered. Again suppose (2,2m) is selected. 
Continuing in this fashion, we must consider 
m+m+(m-l)+(m-l)+(m-2)+ se- +2+2+1 
= m(m + 1) - 1 = 0(&n2) different terms 
to determine the LCPs of integers 2m + 1 through 4m. 
But determination of LCP(4m + 1) requires consideration of each possible decom- 
position 
C(j) + S(4m + 1 -j) for 1% j 5 2m, 
so that all these O(m2) possibilities are considered by the algorithm. 
To establish the lower bound, we must preclude the possibility of cutoff m evalua- 
tion of the S(j), before all the j or all the terms have been examined. We can show 
[15]: 
Proposition 50.2. For any pair of integers i and j with O< jl is L+(2m + J)J, there 
is a cost functron C,,, with p the permutation of the example, for whrch the LCP 
of each 2m + k, k # J, is {k, 2m}, and for whrch LCP(2m + j) is (i, 2m + j - I). 
Theorem 50.3. Let AP be an algorithm which determines least-cost partitions for 
each integer from 1 to n, using only ranking of costs or unit costs of integers, and 
comparison of pairs of costs, of partitions with each other or a partition with a 
threshold or current mimmum. Then the worst-case complexity of AP is at least 
s2(n2). 
Proof. For n = 4m + 1 fixed, the cost functions of Proposition 5.0.2 have the same 
p and the same COST permutation. If any of the O(&z2) terms of the example, 
say C(i) + S(2m + j- I), is not examined by AP, AP will fail if C= C,, . 0 
The example also seems to demonstrate a minimum O(n2) bound on the com- 
plexity of an algorithm which finds the LCP of n alone. 
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6. Summary 
We define the least-cost partition problem, and consider a class of algorithms 
modified from the straightforward ynamic programming algorithm. Algorithms in 
the class may restrict he set of terms considered in the solution of an equation, us- 
ing knowledge from the evaluation or partial evaluation of others. They may also 
use information derivable from the permutations of the integers induced by sorting 
the costs and the unit costs. We show that no algorithm in this class can have worst- 
case complexity better than a@*), the cost of the unmodified algorithm. 
We nonetheless give a general algorithm, LCP, whose average complexity is 
srgmficantly better. We also present wo algorithms for natural special cases, PM- 
LCP for nearly monotone cost functions, and ResLCP( - ,p) for partions by small 
integers, and show that these perform even more efficiently in their restricted o- 
mains. The techniques used to derive the complexity results are useful in obtaining 
worst-case and average-case complexity for other special cases of the integer knap- 
sack problem. 
Appendix A. Example of the execution of algorithm PM-LCP 
Example A.M. Let n= 13, and the input array C be 
6=(9,14,24,30,33,42,46.9,64,67.5,7575.9,87.6,92.3). 
Computing U(k) = C(k)/k: 
U=(9,7,8,7.5,6.6,7,6.7,8,7.5,7.2,6.9,7.3,7.1), 
and the stable SORT procedure gives p =(5,7,11,2,6,13,10,12,4,9,3,8,1). 
Applying PREMARK: Initially, LEAST = 14, andJo= 5. Thus 5 is MARKed and 
10 IS SET, and LEAST set to 5. Then neither 7 or 11 is less than 5, but 2 is, so s 
is MARKed and 4 SET, and LEAST set to 2. Finally, none of 6, 13, 10, 12, 4, 9, 
3, or 8 are less than 2, but 1 is, so it is MARKed. See Table 1 for the appearance 
of the array A at this point and Table 2 for the appearance of array A at the end 
of the algorithm (fields labeled - will not have their initial values used by the 
algorithm). 
Stepping through the equation set with PART: 
S(1) = C(1) = 9 
(known from PREMARK; 1 is simple), 
S(2) = C(2) = 14 
(known from PREMARK; 2 is simple), 
S(3) = min{ C(3), C( 1) + S(2)) = C( 1) + S(2) = 23 
(3 is not ample), 
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Table 1. Appearence of data structure after PREMARK m Example 
A.l.l. 
INDEX COST MARK SET NXTMK FIRST NUM NEXT 
1 9 1 1 0 
2 14 1 1 - 
3 - 0 0 - 
4 28 0 1 - 
5 33 1 1 - 
6 - 0 0 - 
7 - 0 0 - 
8 - 0 0 - 
9 - 0 0 - 
10 66 0 0 - 
11 - 0 0 - 
12 - 0 0 - 
13 - 0 0 - 
1 1 0 
2 1 0 
2 2 0 
5 1 0 
5 2 0 
S(4) = 2. C(2) = 28 
(known from PREMARK; 4 is not simple), 
S(5) = C(5) = 33 
(known from PREMARK; 5 is simple), 
S(6) = min(C(6), C( 1) + S(5), C(2) + S(4)) = C( 1) + S(5) = 42 
(note tie-breaking; 6 is not simple), 
S(7) = min{ C(7), C( 1) + S(6), C(2) + S(5)) = C(7) = 46.9 
(7 is simple), 
S(8) = min{ C(8), C( 1) + S(7), C(2) + S(6)) = C( 1) + S(7) = 55.9 
(8 is not simple), 
Table 2 Appearence of data structure after PART m Example A.l.l 
INDEX COST MARK SET NXTMK FIRST NUM NEXT 
1 9 1 1 
2 14 1 1 
3 23 0 1 
4 28 0 1 
5 33 1 1 
6 42 0 1 
7 46.9 1 1 
8 559 0 1 
9 60.9 0 1 
10 66 0 1 
11 74.9 0 1 
12 79.9 0 1 
13 88.9 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
2 1 0 
1 1 2 
2 2 0 
5 1 0 
1 1 5 
7 1 0 
1 1 7 
2 1 7 
5 2 0 
2 2 7 
2 1 10 
1 1 12 
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S(9) = min{ C(9), C( 1) + S(8), C(2) + S(7)) = C(2) + S(7) = 60.9 
(9 is not ample), 
S(10) = 2 * C(5) = 66 
(known from PREMARK; 10 is not simple), 
S(11) = min(C(ll).C(l)+S(lO),C(2)+S(9),C(5)+S(6)) 
= C(2) + S(9) = 2C(2) + S(7) = 74.9 
(11 is not sample), 
S(12) = min{C(12),C(1)+S(11),C(2)+S(10),C(5)cS(7)] 
= C(5) + S(7) = 79.9 
(12 is not simple), 
S(l3) = min{C(13),C(l)+S(12),C(2)+S(ll),C(5)+S(8)) 
= C(l)+S(12) = 88.9 
(13 is not ample). 
In the NXTMK field in Table 2: 1 points to 2, which points to 5, which points 
to 7, which points to 0. All other NXTMK fields are insignificant since the cor- 
responding integers are not ample. LASTMK, the last simple integer seen to date, 
is currently 7. Current scans for LCP trace the simple list up to 5, but will include 
7 if S(14) is computed. 
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